for a better solution with the only specifically designed arena refrigeration package utilizing the official refrigerant solution of the NHL.

The new generation of ice rinks, large and small, are starting to focus on packages and refrigerants that provide alternative solutions. Solutions that are safer and environmentally sustainable while balancing performance, safety and cost. Stellar is meeting that need by offering packages designed specifically for Opteon™ Refrigerants to better equip facility owners with a more complete set of solutions to decide from — lower pressures and operating temperatures for your system, low toxicity, nonflammable and sustainable refrigerants for your occupants and facility. Private and public community rinks are all being impacted by domestic and global regulatory changes. Stellar’s partnership with Chemours™ and their Opteon™ Refrigerants is just another example of how we are supporting the recreational industry’s needs today and into the future.
For more information on Stellar’s Packaged Refrigeration Systems, contact Stellar at 904.260.2900 or refrigsales@stellar.net